NEST WITH A VIEW

AN IDOL ON THE CUPOLA OF BRUNELLESCHI
by Gianluca Serra
A touch of wilderness soars in the sky of the historical centre of Florence since some time ago, just above
the heads of unaware Florentines. In fact, a fierce pair of raptors have selected the world renown
renaissance landmark of Florence, the Cupola of Brunelleschi, as a nest: a unique intersection of art and
nature…
The Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus), is a
marvellous mid-size bird of prey known since
antiquity for its mastery of flight: agile, powerful and
amazingly swift.
The Peregrine, in addition of being the fastest known
creature on earth, is certainly an iconic and
charismatic bird from a number of stand points.
It was sacred among ancient Egyptians as the
symbol of the sky and the sun, while Greeks
regarded it as the messenger of Apollo. The
Peregrine has always been the most valued bird of
prey for falconry, as evidenced by the famous
medieval essay written by Frederick II of Swab.
At the top of the natural food chain, the Peregrine is an excellent ecological indicator. During the 1950-70s,
the falcon experienced a population crash in industrialized countries, due to the massive use of DDT in
agriculture. Thanks to the subsequent DDT ban, to a number of protection measures and to captive raise
and release programs, the raptor quickly recovered in the following years. Since the 1990s, it even started to
colonize urban habitats world wide: a new and interesting phenomenon.
The name Peregrine, from the Latin peregrinus, likely originated from the fact that this bird is a
cosmopolitan one, occurring in all continents except Antarctica, but perhaps also from the long range
migratory habit of some races, kinds of sky nomads able to fly up to 25,000 Km in a year.
In Italy two races occur, the typically Mediterranean one (brookei) along the coast and the central European
one (peregrinus) in the interior and in the north of the country. Peregrines have been recorded to occur in
central Florence since early 1990s, when they were observed pearching on its world renown renaissance and
gothic monuments, “interpreted” by the falcons as commanding and sheer cliffs, their favourite natural
habitat.
This raptor is a specialized bird eater: it is able to
capture its prey on the wing, by means of
spectacular aerial manoeuvres, reaching at times the
stunning speed of 3-400 Km/h during dives. In
Florence it mainly feeds on pigeons and starlings, but
it actually hunts a surprising number of different
birds according to seasons.
The only limit to the prey range of the Florence
peregrines appeared to be the roof horizon of the
town. It, in fact, rarely follows its prey below the roof
level. The smallest prey identified and recorded were
bats while the largest were the Black-headed Gull
(wintering along the Arno river) and the Woodcock
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(during winter or migration).
During the 1990s the pair of falcons spent in central Florence the non breeding season only (July-February).
After about 10 years of acclimatisation, the falcons finally started to breed. It was only in spring 2006 that
some cathedral maintenance workmen found the nest by chance.
Peregrines are nowadays occurring in most cities all
around the world, where they find plenty of pigeons
and other birds, and tall buildings where pearching
and nesting – no matter whether they are modern
skyscrapers or gothic cathedrals.
But the peregrines of Florence seem unique in their
kind, as they not only are purely wild and
spontaneously colonized the town, but they also
showed a remarkable aesthetic taste…
In fact,
the one chosen by the peregrines of
Florence seems undoubtedly one of the most
beautiful nest of the world…, a nest with a view!
In early 2007 the Province of Florence has supported
and prompted the project of installing a webcam at
the nest of the peregrines, in collaboration with the
city Fire Brigade and the Florence Cathedral
Workshop.
“The aim of the project is to monitor the breeding of these distinguished guests of central Florence and also
to directly involve the citizens in this unique artistic and natural event, while raising at the same time their
environmental awareness”, said Dr Vito Mazzarone, the project coordinator from the Province of Florence.
The installation of the webcam at the entrance of the seemingly unreachable Peregrine nest required a
spectacular operation carried out by the Florence Fire Brigade in early February 2007, just before the start of
the raptor breeding season. The webcam is transmitting on-line live images of the nest since 2 April 2007.

For more details about the peregrines of Florence see also here.
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